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by JOSH CENTERS
Even many people who are troubled by Facebook’s privacy abuses feel they can’t avoid using Facebook’s
iPhone app to stay in touch with their family, friends, and communities. If that’s you, first make certain
you’ve turned off Allow Apps to Request to Track in Settings > Privacy > Tracking (see “Apple Releases
iOS 14.5, iPadOS 14.5, macOS 11.3, watchOS 7.4, and tvOS 14.5,” 26 April 2021). Also, be sure to
set Settings > Privacy > Location Services > Facebook to Never to keep Facebook from tracking your location. Facebook can’t track your location anymore, right? Well, not quite.
Zak Doffman, writing for Forbes, discovered that Facebook extracts location data from any photos
you upload. It does this by snagging the EXIF data embedded in any photo you take with your iPhone,
which includes location, date and time, and camera settings. In normal usage, the Photos app uses that
location data to display a map of where you took all your photos.
Facebook extracts your photos’ location data in a particularly sneaky way, stripping it out between when
you upload the photo and when it’s published on Facebook. That might lead you to believe your privacy
is being protected. If you download a photo from Facebook, you won’t find any interesting EXIF information, but Facebook silently adds it all to its own data trove. Facebook confirmed that practice to Doffman.
Instagram, which is owned by Facebook, engages in the same behavior, and it’s probably safe to assume
any Facebook-owned app does so as well. We wouldn’t trust any other ad-supported services that accept
photos either.
If you’re curious about what sort of data is embedded in your photos, you can easily view it on your
Mac. To maintain your privacy when
sharing photos, we recommend stripping
the location data when exporting from
Photos on your Mac, iPhone, or iPad, and
we’ve made an iOS shortcut to share photos without metadata. Finally, just to be
safe, you can block an app’s access to your
photo library in iOS so it can’t possibly
exfiltrate data.
View EXIF Data on Your Mac
Before you learn how to strip EXIF
data, it’s helpful to see for yourself what’s
there. That requires a third-party app on
iOS, but Photos, Preview, and even the
Finder on the Mac can show you that
information just by selecting a photo and
pressing Command-I. You’ll see the most
detailed EXIF data in Preview. Be sure to
Continued on page 4
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Continued from page 1
click the “i” tab, and you can see more EXIF
data by clicking General, Exif, and GPS.
Strip EXIF Location Data from Photos on
Your Mac
Photos can strip EXIF location data automatically when you drag a photo from Photos
into the Finder to export it. This is controlled
by a setting in Photos > Preferences called
“Include location information for published
items.” As long as that’s unchecked, Photos
will remove the location data during the export process.
If you instead use File > Export > Export X
Photos, there’s a Location Information checkbox that controls whether or not Photos will
export GPS location data along with the photos.
Strip EXIF Data from Photos on Your iPhone or iPad
You need an app to view all the EXIF metadata on an iPhone or iPad, but you can strip location metadata from photos for free. Open a photo in
Photos, and tap the photo to reveal the share icon. Tap the share icon and then tap Options at the top. Turn off Location and tap Done. You can
then share or copy your photo to send it out into the world without location data.
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But it’s easy to forget to do that every time you want to share a photo. If you want a technique that is guaranteed to strip the data each time, I’ve
created a shortcut to share photos without location data. Install and open the shortcut, select your photos, and tap Add in the upper-right corner.
You can then choose the destination from the share sheet. If you share photos frequently, you could invoke the shortcut via Siri or even customize it to
share automatically to your preferred app.
Some apps like Twitter don’t play nicely with the share sheet. For them, I copy the image from the share sheet and paste it into the app.
Protecting Access to Your Photos in iOS
In its ongoing push to ensure that apps can
access only data that the user intends them to
access, Apple introduced a privacy feature in
iOS 14 that lets you control which photos any
given app can access. It’s fiddly to select only a
subset of photos that you may want to share,
and if you’re sharing directly from Photos or
the shortcut, apps don’t need access to your
photos anyway.
To cut off access to photos, go to Settings >
Privacy > Photos > App Name and select
None. That way, Facebook and other nosy
apps can’t access your photo library at all.
Stripping Location Metadata Should Be the
Default
WWDC is only days away, and we’d like to
see Apple add better control of location metadata to iOS 15 and iPadOS 15. Photos for
Mac can already strip this data on export, and
iOS and iPadOS can do it on a per-photo
basis. Facebook’s behavior shows that this is
not enough.
Apple’s next step should be to add two
switches at the top of Settings > Privacy > Photos. The first would globally prevent all apps
with access to photos from reading EXIF data, and the second would automatically strip location metadata on export, just like in Photos for the Mac.
Apps could request permission to override either setting, and the user could grant such permission on a per-app or per-export basis.

Should You Buy the New Apple TV 4K?
by JOSH CENTERS
There’s a new Apple TV on the market (see “Apple Updates Apple TV 4K; Introduces New Siri Remote,” 20 April 2021), but is it worth buying? As the author of Take Control of Apple TV, let me walk you through scenarios depending on how you watch TV now and give my recommendations.
If You Still Use a Second- or Third-Generation Apple TV
The second-and-third-generation Apple TVs were great units, but it’s time to move on.
Many apps no longer work correctly or at all (see “Third-Generation Apple TVs Suffering
from Apple TV Software Update 7.6,” 28 September 2020). If you’ve been using one for
all this time, you’ve more than gotten your $99 worth from it.
The only question is whether it makes more sense to buy a new Apple TV or move to
another platform. See “If You Don’t Own an Apple TV” below for the pros and cons.
If You Use an Apple TV HD
The original fourth-generation Apple TV, now dubbed the Apple TV HD, is still supported. Unless you crave 4K resolutions or HDR color, both of which require support in
your TV, there’s no need to upgrade.
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However, if you’re interested in replacing your original Siri Remote with the redesigned second-generation model (see “Second-Generation Siri
Remote Review,” 24 May 2021), you’re already looking at a $59 purchase, so it might be worth spending the extra $120 to buy the new Apple TV
4K and get a bit of future-proofing.
4K has been standard for some years now, so if you’re still watching a 1080p-only TV, it’s only a matter of time until you’ll need or want to replace
it, almost certainly with a 4K model, and then you’ll want 4K and HDR support.
If You Use an Apple TV 4K
If you already own an Apple TV 4K, there is no compelling reason to spend $179 for the few niceties the new Apple TV 4K brings:
• The second-generation Siri Remote
• A faster processor
• Support for HDR video at 60 frames per second
• Support for 4K 60 frames-per-second YouTube videos
• Faster networking with Wi-Fi 6
• Support for the Thread cross-platform home automation protocol, which might become interesting
• Support for HDMI ARC passthrough so if you have an ARC-enabled TV, you can output audio from any HDMI-connected device to a
HomePod (but not a HomePod mini)
Apart from the second-generation Siri Remote, none of those are likely to change your overall viewing experience that much. But if one seems
important to you, it might be worth the upgrade.
That said, even those interested
in upgrading might want to wait a
bit. There isn’t much HDR 60 fps
content just yet, and Apple might
announce some intriguing new
features in tvOS 15 that take better
advantage of the new hardware.
And while Apple TVs aren’t often
discounted, you might luck out or
find a refurbished model later.
If You Don’t Own an Apple TV
Until recently, if you wanted to
watch your Apple DRM-encrusted movies and TV shows on a TV,
you pretty much needed an Apple
TV. That’s no longer the case.
Most major TV platforms like
Android TV, Fire TV, and Roku
now include the Apple TV app,
which gives you access to your
library and Apple TV+ content. Many TV platforms even support AirPlay input and integrate with HomeKit.
Strictly speaking, you probably don’t need an Apple TV. Here are some reasons you might consider one.
Picture and Audio Quality: Apple has to justify the Apple TV 4K’s $179 price, and the Apple TV seems to have fallen into the niche of accessible, high-quality audio and video. Other media players might give you better picture quality (a streaming box can’t compete with 4K Blu-Ray), but
the Apple TV makes it pretty painless. It’s easy to set the Apple TV to match the original frame rate and dynamic range of a film, and the new Color
Balance feature makes calibration simple (see “How to Use Color Balance in tvOS 14.5,” 28 April 2021).
The few times a year I sit down to truly take in a film, I watch it on the Apple TV. Movies look fine on Roku’s Apple TV app but are better when
played through the Apple TV.
HomeKit: If you use HomeKit, the Apple TV makes a decent HomeKit hub (though a HomePod is even better because it serves as an always-on
Siri controller). Plus, you can trigger HomeKit automations through the tvOS Control Center and with the Apple TV’s Siri, which is fun to use
with the second-generation Siri Remote.
Privacy: It’s no exaggeration to say my Roku TV phones home every few seconds. I installed AdGuard on a Raspberry Pi on my home network,
and the sheer number of requests generated by the Roku TV is absurd. As you can see, Apple phones home a lot too, but an order of magnitude less
frequently.
We know for a fact that TV manufacturers are scooping up your data (see “Your Smart TV Could Be Tracking Everything You Watch,” 10 July
2018). How else do you think you can buy a 65-inch 4K HDR TV for $400? The manufacturer isn’t making money from the hardware.
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An Apple TV might not guarantee your privacy, but it may be your best bet outside of frustrating open-source media software on a Raspberry Pi.
Apps: The weakest argument for the Apple TV is the App Store, but it’s still a selling point. There are some neat apps and games out there, but I
don’t get a sense that people care much about them, outside of video apps like Hulu and YouTube that you can get on any smart TV platform.
There are also a few core drawbacks to the Apple TV:
Complexity: Apple makes things simple, right? But it’s hard to beat the integration of software baked into your TV. With the Apple TV, you have
to deal with HDMI ports (make sure you buy a good high-speed cable, or you’ll have problems), the quirks of HDMI-CEC, and fiddling with the
Apple TV’s settings. It’s much more accessible than most high-end home theater gear, and most of the issues go away after the initial setup, but it’s
still fussier than the TV’s native software.
Buggy software: Apple doesn’t appear to devote significant resources to tvOS, and it shows. It’s still full of weird quirks. For instance, the muchtouted TV app does a terrible job of keeping track of what I watch, even TV shows and movies from my Apple library.
Cost: At $99, the second-generation Apple TV was revolutionary, thanks to its low cost and focus on streaming. The $179 Apple TV 4K is, well,
just expensive, and it’s hard to recommend to those who aren’t wholly invested in the Apple ecosystem. For much less, you can buy perfectly functional 4K streaming boxes, and for not much more, you can buy a full-blown gaming console (assuming you can find one). The Apple TV is one of
the most expensive media players in its class, and it’s not always easy to justify.
The Best Apple TV Model to Buy
Assuming you’ve decided to buy or upgrade an Apple TV, which should you get? This answer is simple: the 32 GB Apple TV 4K for $179. There
is no reason to buy the $149 Apple TV HD anymore, and I don’t know why Apple still sells it. The hardware is significantly less capable, and you’re
saving only $30. It’s worth spending the extra money to ensure optimal compatibility with whatever TV you might buy in the future.
Likewise, I can’t recommend the $199 64 GB Apple TV 4K model to many people. There aren’t many worthwhile apps and games, it’s hard to fill
up 32 GB of storage, and tvOS does a decent job of offloading apps if you somehow do manage to fill it up. The only reason to consider the 64 GB
model is if you have bandwidth restrictions like low speeds or a data usage cap and anticipate downloading a lot of apps. In that case, the 64 GB of
storage will reduce the chance that apps are offloaded then downloaded again. 32 GB is fine for nearly everyone.

Apple Takes Apple Music Sound Quality to the Next Level
by JOSH CENTERS
Apple is upgrading the entire Apple Music library to higher quality lossless audio, and many
songs will soon support surround sound with Dolby Atmos and Spatial Audio, all at no additional
cost.
According to 9to5Mac, these upgrades will come to Apple Music in June 2021, with iOS 14.6,
iPadOS 14.6, macOS 11.4, and tvOS 14.6. 20 million songs will be available in lossless at first, with
the entire library using the Apple Lossless Audio Codec by the end of the year. Apple didn’t give
specifics on how many songs will be remixed to support Dolby Atmos and Spatial Audio, but Apple
Music will offer Dolby Atmos playlists so you can easily find surround-sound content.
Apple Music will automatically play Dolby Atmos audio on all AirPods and Beats headphones
with an H1 or W1 chip, and built-in speakers in the latest iPhones, iPads, and Macs—at least the
MacBook Pro, since Apple doesn’t say anything about other models. While Apple also failed to
mention the HomePod in the announcement, the Apple Music page explicitly calls out support for
the HomePod and the Apple TV 4K with compatible speakers. Absent from the list is the HomePod mini. Dolby Atmos will work with third-party headphones and speakers as well, but you’ll have
to enable it manually.
Sadly, the AirPods Pro and AirPods Max won’t support lossless audio (even over the Lightning
cable for the AirPods Max), despite being able to handle Dolby Atmos and spatial audio. Also, lossless tracks will be exclusive to Apple Music and won’t be available to purchase in the iTunes Store.
Nor will they be available to iTunes Match subscribers.
Apple says that Apple Music lossless audio starts at “CD quality” 16 bit at 44.1 kHz and tops out
at 24 bit at 192 kHz. To take advantage of the highest quality setting, you’ll need a digital-to-analog
converter (DAC). The higher the quality, the more bandwidth will be required to stream and store
the music, so you can have different settings for cellular, Wi-Fi, and downloaded music.
Competing services are already feeling the heat. Amazon has announced that lossless streaming is
now a free upgrade on Amazon Music. The service probably the most threatened is Tidal, which
has made audio quality its distinguishing feature. Tidal has rolled out Tidal Masters, which boasts
super-duper-ultra-high-quality audio, but is it enough better to keep subscribers from Apple Music?
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Can’t wait for the next newsletter to see what the guys and gals at Joy of Tech are up to? Then simply go on over to their
website and see past and current cartoons and other things
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iOS, watchOS, & tvOS
Extracting Data from an Old iOS App Broken by iOS 14.5

by ADAM ENGST
So this is embarrassing. Back in 2013, I was looking for an app I could use for diary-like journal entries, and I settled on Momento. I used it for a
while, and at some point, it prompted me to upgrade to a new paid version. I didn’t want any of the new features, so I dismissed the upgrade notice.
The app didn’t nag me to upgrade again that I remember, so I kept using it with no problems, apparently for years. Until, that is, Apple released iOS
14.5, which somehow prevented Momento—now called Momento Classic—from launching. Uh oh. (This problem isn’t limited to Momento.
Several other apps have displayed similar alerts since upgrading to iOS 14.5.)
I wasn’t opposed to paying for the current version of Momento in
principle, though the app’s current approach is a freemium model
that would have required a $16.49-per-year subscription to get the
features I used in Momento Classic. However, the question of
whether the subscription was worthwhile wasn’t really at issue.
When I downloaded the current version of Momento and tried to
import data from Momento Classic, I got the same error dialog as
when I tried to launch Momento Classic under iOS 14.5. Presumably, the new version needs to communicate directly with the old
version to import data.
Email to Momento’s developers generated a Zendesk auto-reply
but no ideas for how to transfer the data. I wasn’t particularly bothered by losing the data, but all things being equal, I’d prefer to keep
it. So after waiting three weeks, I decided to see what I could do on
my own. (Momento support finally replied to my initial message,
suggesting only that if I had a separate backup of the Momento
Classic data, which I don’t, I could potentially work with that on an
iPhone running an older version of iOS.)
Restore to an Older iPhone
My first thought was to see if I could restore the Momento data
from a backup of my iPhone 11 Pro to an old iPhone 6s that was
still running iOS 12 and could thus run Momento Classic. I erased
the old iPhone and set it up again,
first trying to restore from an iCloud
backup and then from a local backup
made in the Finder. In both cases, the
iPhone insisted on upgrading itself to
iOS 14.5.1. I blocked it both times
since I assumed the upgrade would
render Momento Classic inoperable
again, but then my only choice was
to erase and start over.
I was able to restore a 2014 backup made when I had an iPhone 5,
and that even had some of the Momento data I was looking for, but of
course, nothing since 2014. So I
could theoretically get Momento
Classic working again, but not with
the current data.
For giggles, I tried restoring an
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iPhone 11 Pro backup from iOS 14.5.1 onto an old iPhone 6 running iOS 12.4. That failed too, unsurprisingly, but the fact that it didn’t work is
worth keeping in mind. An old iPhone that can’t run the current version of iOS isn’t worth much as a backup device since you would be limited to
the data on it as of the last time you had used it, however many years before.
Extract Data from the iPhone Backup
Working with the backups got me thinking that perhaps I could extract the data from a recent backup of my iPhone 11 Pro. I normally back up
only to iCloud, but I had made a local (unencrypted) backup on my Mac while trying to see if I could restore that without upgrading to iOS 14.5.1.
That backup would be up-to-date, at least, and getting the data out turned out to be surprisingly easy.
I downloaded the demo version of iExplorer, launched it, opened its Backup Explorer view, and did a search on “momento.” That revealed Documents and Library folders, and a few seconds later, I had discovered /Library/Application Support/Momento Data/Database.momentodb, with
a recent modification date. I dragged the file to the Desktop and had my data back. Eureka! (I later tested iPhone Backup Extractor, and it too was
perfectly capable of extracting that file; I assume iMazing and AnyTrans would have been similarly useful.)

The next question was what format Momento used for its database. I dropped the file on BBEdit, which is happy to display nearly anything, and
got my answer instantly: SQLite 3. I also scrolled down in the file and confirmed that it did indeed hold my text. So at the very least, I could write
some grep searches to clean up the file to get my text back.
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But could I do better? I’m no database expert, but I’ve had to fiddle with MySQL databases for the old TidBITS Publishing System and our current WordPress content management system, so I knew there were good Mac apps for working with databases. I opened Setapp and searched on
“sqlite” to see what it had. A cornucopia of riches!

I picked Base at random, launched it, opened my database, and after a few minutes of poking around, found my data. A quick trip to File > Export, and I had my data back in a delimited text file. (I later confirmed that at least SQLPro for SQLite provided the same capabilities for opening
and exporting the Momento database file.)
So at long last, I had my data back, if not in its pretty Momento interface.
Could I Inject Data into a Backup?
The fact that I was so easily able to extract data from a local unencrypted iPhone backup got me thinking. Since I now had my data outside of
Momento Classic, perhaps there was a way to get it back in, either to Momento Classic or the new version of Momento. For this to work, I’d need
to modify data in an unencrypted backup on my Mac and then restore that backup to an iPhone.
To make a long story short, I struck out, despite my extreme cleverness in finding the necessary inscrutably named file in the local iPhone backup
and replacing it with an identically named version of the extracted SQLite database. For one test, I modified the database slightly; for another, I replaced the 2014 version with the 2021 version. With the modified version of a database injected into the new version of Momento, it launched
fresh, with no entries at all. Replacing the 2014 database with the 2021 version seemingly corrupted the backup because the restore included only a
single third-party app, not the large collection that should have been there.
I guess I’m not surprised that injecting data into a backup and restoring doesn’t work because it feels like it could be a security vulnerability. After I
published this article, the developer of iPhone Backup Extractor said that it could have recalculated the necessary checksums after updating the
data in the backup. However, that didn’t prove to be necessary.
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A Happy Reversal of Fortune
Remember how I had assiduously prevented the iPhone 6s from upgrading from iOS 12 to iOS 14.5.1? I did that because Momento Classic
stopped working in iOS 14.5. However, I had also pulled an iPhone 7 running iOS 14.0 out of the closet while figuring out what I had available for
testing. It didn’t contain the latest version of Momento Classic’s data, but the app still launched. As part of the testing to see if I could inject data into
a backup, I brought the iPhone 7 into play, figuring that I could restore a modified iPhone 11 Pro backup to it. As before, I was stymied by the need
to upgrade to iOS 14.5.1, but this time I let it upgrade itself. The injection test failed, but you can imagine my surprise when Momento Classic
launched, even if it had no data in it. Wait, what?
Apparently, whatever prevented Momento Classic from launching in iOS 14.5 was also related to running on an iPhone 11 Pro. Trying it on an
iPhone 7 changed the underlying elements such that it could launch.
I erased the iPhone 7 again—I can’t tell you how many times I did this—and restored it from the previous night’s iCloud backup from my iPhone
11 Pro. Once it was operational, I checked Momento Classic again, and again it worked, letting me create a separate backup and export the data as a

text file as well. Next, I opened the new version of Momento and imported the data from the old version. And finally, I made a backup from the
new version on the iPhone 7 and was able to restore it into the version I have on the iPhone 11 Pro. Success!
All’s well that ends well, but you know how I say that upgrading isn’t really optional, even if you can put it off temporarily? (If not, go read “Why
You Should Upgrade (On Your Own Terms),” 4 September 2015.) This experience is yet another reason why you can’t fall too far behind with
upgrades. I made one decision not to upgrade long ago and then failed to think about it again. It’s possible that Momento warned me subsequently,
though I have no memory of that happening; regardless, I knew I was using an ancient app and have no one to blame but myself for what happened.
A Late-Breaking Better Solution and Clue
After I published this article (but before it appeared in a TidBITS issue, after which we don’t make changes), Steve Nicolai left a comment saying
that he had solved a similar issue with an old app refusing to launch under iOS 14.5 by offloading and reloading it. Initially, I read that as deleting
and reinstalling. In a test with Momento Classic on my iPhone 11 Pro, I confirmed that he was correct, but deleting the app erased its data too. Data
loss aside, this was a significant step forward, since it brought a previously inaccessible app back to life in situ.
Then Steve set me straight. He was referring to the process of offloading an app to save space, which you do in Settings > General > iPhone Storage. Tap the magnifying glass icon at the top to search for the app you want, tap Offload App, tap Offload App again in the prompt, and once it has
been removed from your iPhone, tap Reinstall App. When I did that with the NME Digital app, it came back to life!
This process didn’t work with several other apps in this situation because they were no longer available for download in the App Store. None were
important to me, so I just deleted them. Had they contained useful data, I might have tried to extract it. I don’t know why only some older apps
remain in the App Store—it’s likely up to the developer.
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Steve’s insight explains why Momento Classic and these other apps that stopped working in iOS 14.5 were able to launch on the iPhone 7 after I
restored it from the iPhone 11 Pro’s backup. iOS’s backup and restore process doesn’t include the apps themselves; instead, it downloads fresh—and
functional—copies from the App Store. (That strategy makes a ton of sense since Apple can maintain one copy of an app in the App Store rather
than backing up millions of copies installed on iPhones around the world.)
The fact that merely reloading an app allows it to launch suggests that the actual problem was some sort of expired certificate, not corruption or
incompatibility with iOS 14.5. When you try to launch an app with an expired certificate, iOS 14.5 says it needs to be updated by the developer
because that process would provide it with a new certificate. My guess is that the App Store itself automatically applies a new certificate to old apps
when they are redownloaded, which explains why reloading or restoring from backup both bring affected apps back to life.
Regardless, now you know what to do to revitalize at least some old apps that suddenly stop working in iOS 14.5.
Author’s comment after the article was published:
I enjoyed learning everything for the article, but it turns out I might not have had to do nearly as much gruntwork.
Thanks to Aidan Fitzpatrick of Reincubate for telling me that not only does their iPhone Backup Extractor utility have a way to
modify a backup such that you can change data and restore it to an iPhone, they’ve written instructions explicitly for Momento.

ExtraBITS
Things Learned from the Epic Games v. Apple Lawsuit — We don’t know how the legal fight between Epic Games and Apple
over App Store policies will end, but it has made public reams of formerly classified internal documents from both companies.
The Verge highlighted some of the most interesting bits.
Fishing for a Lost iPhone with MagSafe — When a Berlin man dropped his iPhone 12 Pro in a canal, he attached a magnet to
a fishing pole and was able to rescue his iPhone.
What Happens When You Mail an AirTag? — Kirk McElhearn mailed an AirTag to a friend to see if he could track it as it
worked its way through the mail system. Short answer: he could, although the AirTag’s behavior upon arriving wasn’t entirely as
expected.
Home Automation Standard Gets an Oﬃcial Name — The home automation partnership featuring Amazon, Apple, Google,
and others is taking oﬀ, with an oﬃcial name for its standard, an enormous list of partners, and a release timeframe.
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Macs & macOS
An M1 Mac Can’t Boot from an External Drive If Its Internal Drive Is Dead

by GLENN FLEISHMAN
Bombich Software recently updated Carbon Copy Cloner to version 6, and its founder, Mike Bombich, posted a blog entry explaining some of
the intricacies involved with updating cloning software for Big Sur and M1-based Macs. One heading may have surprised those who haven’t read all
the technical details about M1 changes: “An Apple Silicon Mac won’t boot if the internal storage has failed.”
That might seem bizarre. A core aspect of dealing with system failures on Macs is that you could maintain an external bootable drive, perhaps a
bootable duplicate of your startup volume, that lets you use your Mac even if an internal drive was corrupted or failed entirely.
In “The Role of Bootable Duplicates in a Modern Backup Strategy” (23 February 2021), Adam Engst presciently explained why bootable
clones might be a thing of the past. Now Mike Bombich has confirmed with Apple that external bootable drives won’t always work!
It’s true, but it’s not as terrible as it sounds. Let me first explain why you should be aware of it but not worry, and then explain the more technical
details for those interested in the innards of macOS.
You’re Unlikely To Have a Dead Internal SSD and a Live Mac
The fresh information here is that an M1-based Mac relies on its internal SSD to allow external drives to boot. If the internal SSD has failed or
been entirely erased—it contains several hidden volumes—you can no longer boot from an otherwise valid volume on an external drive. Why
would Apple do this? To increase security. And, maybe, to reduce its tech support costs.
Relying on details stored only on the internal SSD to control startup from external drives is a way to make it harder for nefarious parties to hijack a
Mac’s data. This approach is a shift from Intel-based Macs, which relied instead on firmware (software stored in programmable memory chips that
can be updated). However, firmware updates can sometimes fail, causing temporary problems with a Mac or even “bricking” it. There may also be
attack vectors related to firmware-based startup control that Apple hasn’t disclosed.
On an Intel-based Mac, you can set a firmware password that prevents booting from anything but a “designated startup disk.” Apple didn’t include that feature with M1-based Macs because the company changed the startup and recovery processes to require knowing a password associated
with the selected startup volume. An Apple support document notes: “a Mac with Apple silicon also won’t require (or support) a firmware password—all critical changes are already gated by user authorization.” If you don’t have a valid account and password, you can’t change the startup volume or perform most other recovery features.
We don’t know to what degree problems with firmware updates or undocumented attack vectors contributed to Apple’s switch. Perhaps it was just
a simple architecture change, given the reliability of SSDs and the ease of updating them to shift aspects of security from programmable memory
chips to SSD storage? You might intuit that Apple could have had high ongoing costs of technical support related to firmware update failures and
knew of exploits that compromise data on a Mac’s internal drive by starting up from an external drive. Maybe the cost of diagnosis and repair for
Macs disabled or bricked due to firmware failures was high enough to be a consideration, too. But we don’t know.
However, here are the reasons we’re not too concerned about this change:
• A large majority of people don’t possess a bootable external drive compatible with M1-based Macs and would never create a bootable backup.
(We cognoscenti may love booting from external drives, but it’s not a mainstream thing to do.)
• Modern SSDs are extremely reliable. The vast majority of people with Apple silicon Macs will never experience a failure of their internal SSD.
Thus, they will never encounter a situation where they can’t boot from an external drive due to an internal drive failure. Look no further than
iPhones and iPads for evidence of this fact.
• Should the internal boot volume become corrupted, or the firmware in the Secure Enclave develop issues, Apple provides a range of recovery options, including recoveryOS with macOS Recovery (a separate bootable partition), fallback recoveryOS (another partition), and revive/restore via
Apple Configurator via another Mac, as I explain in the next section.
Put another way, the only time you would encounter this problem is if you had set up a bootable external drive and your M1 Mac’s internal drive
became so damaged (at a hardware level, likely) that you would need an entire motherboard replacement.
What’s going on at a relatively low level of macOS that makes this possible—even necessary? The nitty-gritty follows.
Apple Silicon Puts Security Policies on the SSD
I learned about this limitation while researching my book Take Control of Your M-Series Mac, during which I dug into the Apple Platform
Security guide, which was published in February 2021 (and updated this month). Plus, I had read Howard Oakley’s article “M1 Macs radically
change boot and recovery,” which interpreted some of the obscure aspects of new boot policy for M1-based Macs. Howard and I apparently alerted Mike Bombich to this in a Twitter thread—it’s such a new idea, even he took some convincing!
As Howard notes in his article, Apple introduced the notion of the 1 True Recovery (1TR) partition with M1-based Macs. This additional parti-
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tion, separate from a Big Sur startup volume group, holds the code and data that controls boot-time behavior. On Intel-based Macs, firmware serves
this role.
One way 1TR differs from the firmware on Intel-based Macs is that the 1TR partition stores your decisions about startup security policies, the directives you set in the Startup Security Utility available in recoveryOS. You can set a separate policy for each external volume you allow to boot your
Mac, but that policy is stored only on the internal drive in the 1TR partition. This technique prevents manipulation and trickery if you opt to vary
from the highest level of security available, which is the default mode.
This reliance on 1TR is also why setting up an external bootable volume on an M1-based Mac sends you through a two-step process the first time
you boot from it. After you select a volume on the external drive in the Startup Disk preference pane or through the recoveryOS startup process, your
Mac restarts and makes you authenticate again. From then on, you can restart directly from that external volume. Because it only happens the first
time, people often think it’s an error rather than an intentional process. Here’s what’s happening.
The first step in recoveryOS invokes user authentication to validate the new security policy that will allow that volume to start up the Mac, which
it then writes to the 1TR partition. But because the policy hasn’t yet been read from the 1TR partition (which is necessary to know that it’s valid), a
second restart happens so that 1TR can read that policy during the boot process and validate that the external volume can be used as the system
startup volume.
You can encounter trouble if you erase the internal SSD. If you erase all the partitions, including 1TR, you won’t be able to boot from an external
drive. However, if you haven’t erased all the partitions, you can reinstall macOS in one of two ways:
• Use recoveryOS: Shut down your Mac. Then press the power button for 10 seconds and release it only after the startup options window appears.
Click Options, authenticate, and reinstall macOS. If that fails…
• Use fallback recoveryOS: Apple added a second recovery partition to macOS for M1-based Macs in case something happens to the main recoveryOS partition. Fallback recoveryOS should start up automatically when the main recoveryOS fails. But you can also trigger it manually: Shut
down your Mac. Instead of pressing and holding the power button, press the power button twice in succession, holding it down the second time
for 10 seconds until the startup options window appears. With fallback recoveryOS, volume policies aren’t loaded. However, it does let you reinstall macOS, and it silently repairs the main recoveryOS. After reinstalling macOS, you can restart and get back to normal. (In fact, if the main
recoveryOS has failed, Apple promotes the fallback recoveryOS to become the main recoveryOS and installs a new fallback recoveryOS in its
place. If your head is spinning, join the club.)
If recoveryOS can’t be used, you have to use the revive or restore firmware processes, which require the free Apple Configurator app, a particular
cable depending on which M1-based Mac you have, and a second Mac. Apple describes the process in extreme depth. The firmware involved here
is the Secure Enclave Process’s operating system (sepOS), which manages what Apple calls the Secure Boot process, involving elements described
above. (You’ve probably never heard of sepOS before, but it’s a thing.)
If the revive or restore process fails, that’s likely an indication of a significant hardware failure. Your Mac will need to be serviced, and Apple might
replace either the motherboard or the entire computer.

Standard Ebooks Makes Classic Texts Beautiful
by JOSH CENTER
The volunteers at Project Gutenberg are some of the great unsung heroes of the Internet. Since 1971 (!), they have digitized over 60,000 out-ofcopyright books for preservation and convenience.
While Project Gutenberg texts are better than they
used to be, they are often plagued by typos and don’t
always have the nicest or most consistent typography.
A new project has risen to build on Project Gutenberg’s great work: Standard Ebooks. Their mission is
as follows:
Ebook projects like Project Gutenberg transcribe
ebooks and make them available for the widest number of reading devices. Standard Ebooks takes ebooks
from sources like Project Gutenberg, formats and
typesets them using a carefully designed and professional-grade style manual, fully proofreads and corrects
them, and then builds them to create a new edition
that takes advantage of state-of-the-art ereader and
browser technology.
In other words, the volunteers at Standard Ebooks
take selected books from Project Gutenberg, carefully
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proofread them, and put them in a prettier package to read on your favorite device. Standard Ebooks titles provide:
• Modern and consistent typography following a rigorous modern style manual
• Careful proofreading
• Rich metadata
• Upgrades to make them play nicely with e-readers, including hyphenation, popup footnotes, high-resolution and scalable graphics, and working
tables of contents
• High-quality covers
• Clean code and semantic markup for easy maintenance
Needless to say, every title offered by Standard Ebooks is free and libre, with no DRM.
Add Standard Ebooks Titles to Apple’s Books
The Standard Ebooks library
is large and constantly expanding. You can browse by subject or
search for a title. As you can see
from the screenshot below, there’s
a great deal of diversity in the
offerings, and there’s something
for everyone.
Here’s how to download a title
in Safari and load it into Apple’s
Books app on an iPhone or iPad.
Once you tap a title you’re interested in, scroll down to the
“Download for ereaders” heading
and tap “Compatible epub.” (It is
a little troubling that the Standard Ebooks site lowercases
EPUB, in flagrant contradiction
to the style set by the standard’s
creators.) There is also an “Advanced epub” option, but I haven’t
found any advantages to that
file format, and it tends to strip
away the nice cover art.
Tap Download when
prompted. Once the download
is complete, tap the download
icon in the upper-right corner
and then tap the EPUB file in
the downloads popover. The
book should open in Books.
It’s even easier on the Mac.
Click “Compatible epub” just
as above, and if Books is your
default EPUB app, double-click
the downloaded file to load it
into your library and open the
book. If you have your Books
library set to sync via iCloud, it
doesn’t matter which device you
add the EPUB files to because
they will sync between each
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other.

Standard Ebooks titles look beautiful on any Apple platform.
Standard Ebooks also provides specially formatted .azw3 files for Kindle devices and apps, and .kepub files for Kobo devices and apps.
How You Can Help
If you have some spare time and love books, Standard Ebooks is always looking for volunteers. You can join their mailing list to get involved,
make suggestions, and submit typos. They’re also looking for proofreaders and those with the technical skills to compile ebooks. And, of course, they
always need money to pay for their tools and keep the servers running.

Reuse governed by Creative Commons license. TidBITS has oﬀered years of thoughtful commentary on Apple and Internet topics. For free
email subscriptions and access to the entire TidBITS archive, visit www.tidbits.com.
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Reviews

Rebelle 4.1.2
by L. Davenport

Rebelle is a full featured art program that specializes in realistic looking watercolor, acrylic, and oil paintings. Rebelle offers real-time simulations of
paint and ink flows, color blending, diffusion, and drying. It reproduces the ways media naturally behave including interactions with the canvas. It
lets you paint, smear, re-wet, tilt and blow colors across the page, direct drops and runs, and create countless other effects with one or with a combination of several media together.
There are eight wet and dry media tools in Rebelle: Oil, Acrylic, Watercolor, Ink Pen, Pencil, Pastel, Marker and Airbrush. Each brush is defined
by its shape, grain, and a set of properties. Brushes can have up to four adjustable settings (the Oil brush has settings for the Size, Loading, Oiliness,
and Pressure).
Watercolors
The Watercolor tool simulates painting with water-based pigments like watercolors or gouache. Watercolors can be transparent, semi-opaque, and
opaque colors (Figure 4). The “Water” parameter sets the amount of water applied by the brush. Lower numbers define a dry brush while higher
numbers simulate color applications that readily spread and drip. There is also a “Blow” tool that blows a color that is wet in a direction of your stroke
(Figure 6).
Watercolor brushes have several different modes (Figure 5) that determine how each brush applies, blends, or removes color from the canvas.
There is also an Erase Brush that will erase any colors it encounters on the canvas.
Oil and Acrylic painting
Paints can be glossy or matte, thin and translucent, or thick and impasto (layering paint so it stands out from the canvas’ surface leaving ridges at
the edges of the strokes (Figure 8)). The paint will spread, flow, and mix
realistically (Figure 7). They will also interact in believable ways with the
canvas and with other wet and dry media.
There are settings that let you control the visibility of the canvas texture
and/or the visibility of the canvas texture on the painted strokes.
The Dirty brush setting sets an oil brush to retain traces of a previously
picked color along with traces of any colors it encounters on the canvas
(Figure 6).
Brush Creator panel
The Brush Creator panel (Figure 2) lets you customize an existing
brush or create a new brush. This panel comes with a Brush Shape preview thumbnail that lets you see what the paint stroke will look like with
the current brush settings. There is also a Grain preview thumbnail. Clicking on these thumbnails brings up the Shapes or Grains Image Libraries
(the left side of Figure 2 shows the Shapes library). Simply click on the
shape or grain that you want to use. Here are some (but not all) of the
parameters that you can set in the Brush Creator Panel:
Shape Parameters:
• Pressure: If you are using a stylus and tablet, you can set the stylus’ Pressure parameters so that the images/strokes alternate based on the pressure or the tilt of the Stylus.
• Glaze: Turning on glazing builds up the transparent layers of pigment
on the canvas. Glazes are used on top of one another to build up depth

“Woman with ribbons” by Kuzayovav
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Figure 1. The is a screenshot of Rebelle’s user interface along with a description of the various palettes and tools.
and modify colors in a painting.
• Smudge - You can select whether the brush mark of the wet media (oil, acrylic, watercolor, ink pen) should be smudged or not. When the smudge
tool is active, the brush marks are smudged together to reduce the appearance
of the individual marks.
• Opacity Jitter - Specify how the opacity of paint varies in a brushstroke.
Grain Parameters:
• Scale - Specify the scale of the grain between 10-800.
• DPI - Select whether the scale of the grain should use the canvas’ DPI.
When selected, the brush’s grain will automatically resize when canvas DPI is
changed.
• Tiled Texture - Enable this option to create a brush with tiled structure and
halftone texture.
• Random Offset - Randomize the position of the grain in the next stroke.
• Random Splat Offset - Randomize the position of the grain relative to the
brush mark for each mark, so that each brush mark is different from the
previous one.
Canvas Parameters:
The Select Canvas window has various default canvas textures and canvas
colors to choose, from. The Canvas texture affects how brushes and tools behave when painting, blending, erasing or using any available tool. Here are
some of the parameters that you can set:
• Texture Strength - Set how much the canvas texture should influence the
Figure 2. The Brush Creator palette lets you modify
brush stroke.
current brushes or create new ones. In this example I
• Texture Contrast - Set how the texture contrast should be visible on the
selected/created a triangle shaped brush along with a
brush grain based on the pressure of the pen.
course grain (as seen in the two thumbnails).
• Use Deckled Edges - Select whether you want to apply Deckled edges (basically fuzzy fiber edges) on the selected paper/canvas (Figure 3). This gives
it a hand made appearance.
• Canvas Color - Choose canvas color from the system color palette.
Once you have set your parameters, you can easily save your brush preset for later use.
Figure 3. You can turn on the Deckled
You can also share your brushes with the Rebelle painting community.
Edges option to get fuzzy edges on your
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Watercolor Properties

Figure 4. Watercolor Blending modes

Figure 5. Paint modes

Figure 6. Absorbency along with low and
high Re-wet examples.

Paper Presets
You can select from the Default, Hot Pressed, Cold Pressed, Rough
and Japanese paper presets to simulate the behavior of watercolors on
different types of paper. Here is a brief description of the different paper
types:
• Hot pressed paper has a smooth, hard surface and an even texture. It
offers a sleek finish and it’s great for mixed media work.
• Cold pressed paper is a versatile and popular texture. Its semi-rough
surface is suitable for both detailed work and smooth washes. When
you glide your brush over it, some of the paint settles on it while skipping the indentations of the grainy texture, leaving them blank. This
creates beautifully textured brushstrokes.
• Rough paper has a pronounced texture that’s good for washes and Figure 7. Rebelle’s Drip engine realistically replicates drips
creates expressive brushstrokes that can provide a lot of character and or color runs that are blown away from the central color.
emotion to a painting.
Also notice (in the left image) that the watercolors are slow• Japanese paper, canvases, and other materials are also available. No ly merging together where the diﬀerent colored clouds
type of paper is better than the other. It all depends on your needs, touch.
your preferred techniques and what look you are go- Oil and Acrylics Properties

Figure 8. Dirty brushes

Figure 9. Oil and Acrylics Paint
Modes

Figure 10. This is an example of Impasto oil
strokes. Notice the elevated ridges in the strokes.
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ing for in your painting.
So many ultra-realistic papers, canvases, and lithography
stones either come with Rebelle or can be purchase separately
(Figure 13).
Paper settings
• Absorbency - This lets you set the absorbency of paper
which represents how fast the paper absorbs the washes.
When it is set to 0, the washes diffuse for a longer time.
• Re-wet - This sets how the primary wash reacts to the newly
laid strokes. If the Re-wet is set low, new paint blends softer
and beautifully mixes with the paint below. If it is set high,
the new paint re-wets the paint below faster and creates Figure 11. Rebelle’s Clone tool can clone the sampled point in two
ways - Aligned and Not Aligned.
strong watercolor edges (Figure 6).
• Texture Influence - This sets how much the canvas texture
should influence the washes. When it is set to maximum, the washes gain a heavy texture from the underlying canvas.
• Edge Darkening - This sets how dark the edges of watercolor strokes should get when dried. When set to 0, the edges don’t darken during the
diffusion.
• Drips - If you want, you can have Rebelle create drips from the washes.
You can also specify the size, length, and angle of the drips (Figure 7 left
image).
Masking tools
• Rebelle comes with 12 stencils that you can use to place a particular pattern, shape or lines on the canvas (Figure 12), but you aren’t limited to
these since you can create your own stencils. Stencils act like a thin sheet
of plastic with a pattern or letters cut out of it. These can be used to produce the cut design on the surface below by applying paint through the
cuts.
• Selections - Selections are easy masking tools that allow you to block off Figure 12. You can use one of the provided Stencils (or
areas of the canvas you don’t want to change. Once an area is selected, the one that you made) to place a particular pattern, shape
operations you carry out are limited to that specific area.
• Masking Fluid Layer - Use a masking fluid layer to lock opaque pixels on
the selected layer. This layer will serve as a masking layer,
Clone tool
The Clone tool allows duplicating parts of the painting in two ways:
• Aligned: This is the way we are most familiar with - as you move the Clone tool/cursor
around, whatever is below it is cloned to the new location.
• Not aligned: This option lets you clone from the initial sampling point no matter how
many times you stop and resume painting (Figure 11).
Other tool Parameters and Options
There are parameter settings for the Ink Pen, Pencil, Pastel, Marker and Airbrush tools,
but space limitations prevent me from covering all of them. Here is a short list of some, but
not all of the other Rebelle options and tools:
• Brush line stabilization
• Color soft proofing
• Gamut warning
• Straight line, Ruler & Perspective tools
• Import and export with alpha channel
Figure 13. There is a wide variety of papers,
• More than 170 included brush presets
canvases, etc. that come with Rebelle or can
• Layers can be organized into the groups
be purchased separately.
• Rebelle comes with an easy option to share brushes with the painting community.
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The Skinny

Paintings from the Rebelle Gallery

“Young and Free” Oil painting by Scott
Bowlinger

“Mechanical Origami” Watercolor painting by Kuzayova

“Apple Basket” Acrylic painting by Enrico Santi
Evaluation: The watercolor blending and drip engines are quite impressive and the
ability to add thin or thick oil or acrylics colors make the finish artwork look very realistic. I am impressed.
Requires: Minimum: Mac OS X 10.13, Intel i5 or equivalent AMD processor, 4GB
RAM, 200MB hard disk space, graphics card with 1GB RAM
Recommended: Mac OS X 10.13 - 10.15, Intel i7 or equivalent AMD
“Forever Love” Watercolor by weechong
processor, 16GB RAM, 1 GB hard disk space, graphics card with
1GB RAM, Wacom compatible tablet. Internet connection is required for activation.
Company: Escape Motions
Price: $89.99
Available Trial Copy
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WWDC 2021
Ten “It’s About Time!” Features from WWDC 2021

by ADAM ENGST JOSH CENTERS
Apart from watchOS 8 and iPad-specific (see “iPadOS 15 Improves Multitasking, Adds iPhone Features,” 7 June 2021) aspects of iPadOS 15,
nearly everything Apple discussed during the WWDC keynote was spread across all multiple operating systems. Worries that Apple would deprecate
macOS in favor of iOS have proven unfounded, but the company is clearly spreading features across as many of its operating systems as possible.
More so than ever before, Apple is emphasizing the power of buying into the overall Apple ecosystem. It may be a walled garden, but it’s awfully
pleasant inside.
As such, it doesn’t make much sense to write an article about what’s new in iOS 15 or even macOS 12 Monterey (yes, that’s the name). Instead,
we’re focusing on a word that kept cropping up as we were watching Apple’s recorded WWDC keynote in SlackBITS with numerous other TidBITS readers. “Finally!”
A grid view in FaceTime, AirPlay to the Mac, multiple timers on the Apple Watch—here we’ll look at the top ten features that we’ve wanted for
years. We won’t belabor the point, but after every feature listed below, join us in saying, “It’s about time!” (And yes, there may have been an expletive
before “time” while we were brainstorming the article.)
FaceTime Adopts Features from Zoom
That brainstorming call? It took place in Zoom because Zoom is fast and easy, and it just works. FaceTime has long been weak in the videoconferencing space (see “Videoconferencing Options in the Age of Pandemic,” 2 April 2020), but Apple may be turning FaceTime into a contender
with these features, which are commonplace in other videoconferencing apps:
• Grid view: FaceTime will finally get grid view. ’Nuff said.
• Portrait mode: Although Apple said nothing about virtual backgrounds, FaceTime will provide a Portrait mode effect that blurs the background.
• FaceTime links: You will no longer be limited to adding contacts within the Apple ecosystem to FaceTime calls. With the new operating systems,
you’ll be able to create FaceTime links and share them with Windows and Android users who have a Chrome-derived browser like Brave, Google
Chrome, or Microsoft Edge.
• Scheduled calls: FaceTime links can also encapsulate time, so you can now schedule calls and have them appear in your calendar with a Join button, just like Fantastical.
• Mic modes: FaceTime will provide Voice Isolation mode to focus on your voice and cut out background noise, whereas Wide Spectrum leaves
ambient sound unfiltered. Zoom’s similar features have been important to families switching between one-on-one meetings and kids taking music
lessons, for instance.
Designate Account Recovery and Legacy Contacts
If someone you know forgets their Apple ID password, there isn’t
much you can do to help at this point, apart from walking them
through the account recovery process. However, once the 2021 versions of Apple’s operating systems come out, people can designate one or
more people as an Account Recovery Contact. Once someone has listed
you as an Account Recovery Contact, if they lose access to their account,
you’ll be able to help them reset their password and regain access to their
account. Many of us are already pondering which elderly relatives need
to enable this feature once it’s available.
Apple also took this feature to the next level, allowing you to designate
people as Legacy Contacts. Then, in the event of your death, those people can access your account and personal information. Back when we
were running Take Control Books, Joe Kissell wrote Take Control of
Your Digital Legacy to cover issues like this (see “Aunt Agatha Ponders
Her Digital Legacy,” 30 January 2017), and more recently, we explained “How to Request Access to a Deceased Family Member’s
Apple Accounts” (17 June 2020). Having had to help a friend access
her late husband’s account recently, we strongly recommend that everyone designate several Legacy Contacts as soon as possible.
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AirPlay Audio and Video to Macs
For nearly a decade, it has bothered us that you couldn’t send
audio or video to a Mac using AirPlay. That’s changing in
macOS 12 Monterey, with support for broadcasting content to
a Mac from an iPhone, iPad, or another Mac. Macs will also
function as AirPlay 2 speakers, allowing you to use one as a
secondary speaker for multi-room audio.
Now you’ll be able to do things like:
• Start a podcast on your iPhone, maybe in an app like Overcast, and AirPlay the audio to your Mac when you get back
to your desk. This is a more straightforward solution than
using a cloud-based podcast player, and you can simply
switch audio back to your iPhone if you need to step away.
• AirPlay a Keynote presentation from your MacBook Air to
a large-screen Mac in an office you’re visiting.
• Start watching a live-streamed video on your iPhone at
lunch, and then AirPlay it to your Mac when it’s time to
return to the office.
There are other solutions to these desires, and some third-party apps can turn your Mac into an AirPlay receiver, but official support has been long
overdue. There’s just never been a good reason your Mac couldn’t be an AirPlay receiver.
AirPods Pro and AirPods Max Get Find My Network Support
You’ve been able to find lost AirPods using the Find My app for a while, but the feature has been limited. Since the AirPods could only transfer
location information through your iPhone, what you see on the map is the last location your AirPods were connected to your iPhone. Josh once used
this to recover his AirPods when they slipped out of his pocket on a family member’s couch, but that was pretty lucky.
Now the AirPods Pro and AirPods Max can tap into Apple’s extensive Find My network—the same network of Apple devices that powers AirTag—to keep tabs on lost AirPods. It will provide only an approximate location, but hopefully, that will be enough to get you within Bluetooth range
so you can play a sound and locate them. Sadly, Apple said nothing about this feature coming to the plain old AirPods, but perhaps the company is working on a new version of those
that will incorporate it and other new features.
Store Digital IDs in Wallet
We’ve all gotten used to having credit cards and tickets in the Wallet app, but Apple is
now promising that you’ll also be able to add your driver’s license and state ID to Wallet, at
least in some states in the US. Wouldn’t it be nice if the Wallet app could really replace your
wallet? Apple says you’ll be able to present the digital version of your ID at TSA checkpoints
using an iPhone or paired Apple Watch.
But will we actually be able to stop carrying a couple of physical cards at all times? Would
you feel comfortable giving your iPhone to a state trooper who just pulled you over? And
would they accept it? Plus, it’s not like Apple Pay support is universal—for instance, Home
Depot doesn’t take it. Apple’s moving in the right direction, and with the company’s clout,
we might get there eventually, but we doubt iOS 15 will eliminate the need to carry cards.
See “Two Wallet Cases: Twelve South BookBook Vol. 2 and Ekster iPhone 11 Pro
Case” (12 December 2019) and its comments for some suggestions for wallet cases.
Siri Speech Recognition Takes Place on Your Device
With iOS 15, Siri will work like Voice Control and process all speech on the device itself,
instead of sending every query to Apple’s servers, even for commands as simple as pausing
music. This change should increase performance by eliminating the need to talk to Apple’s
services. It should also improve reliability for those who live in areas where cellular Internet
access isn’t universal. Plus, it eliminates one of the biggest privacy concerns about Siri. Apple
was once trounced in the media for having contractors listen to Siri voice recordings, forcing
the company to make changes (see “Apple Announces Siri Privacy Reforms,” 29 August
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2019). The big question is if Siri’s dictation will also crib from Voice
Control, which has long done a better job (see “How iOS and macOS
Dictation Can Learn from Voice Control’s Dictation,” 31 August
2020).
Notes Gets Tags and Mentions
Notes is a good note-taking app, but it has long lacked a feature that’s
been standard in most other note-taking apps for years: tags. Tags are one
of those things you either get or you don’t, but for those who do, they’re
a helpful way of grouping notes together without having to put them in

a folder manually. For instance, if you make shopping lists for different
stores, you could tag them with #Shopping to see them all.
Another useful new feature in Notes that’s commonplace in other collaborative systems is @mentions. If you’re sharing a note with others, you
can add an @mention to the text to call their attention to it.
Launch Content on Apple TV with Siri on a HomePod mini
With tvOS 15 and the upcoming HomePod update, you’ll be able to tell a HomePod mini to play a specific show. For example, say, “Hey Siri,
play Game of Thrones season 2, episode 3.” Apple didn’t mention the original HomePod, so we’re unsure if it’ll be able to do that or not. We also don’t
know if it will work with Netflix, given that the Apple TV app has no insight into Netflix’s programming, or with shows displayed through cable
provider apps.
Competing streaming media players have had features along these lines for a while. For example, Google Home smart speakers could play content
to Chromecast dongles, and Amazon sells a Fire TV box with built-in Alexa. Sure, you can use Siri directly on the Apple TV and tell Siri on an
iPhone to AirPlay content to an Apple TV, but there is something magical about speaking a command to the air to start playing a show on your TV.
Autofill of Two-Factor Authentication Codes
Apple didn’t mention this feature during the keynote, but it’s one of our favorites. If a website offers two-factor authentication, you’ll be able to set
up verification codes in Settings > Password in iOS 15 and iPadOS 15, or in the (new) Passwords pane of System Preferences or Safari in macOS 12
Monterey. Once you do that, the necessary verification codes will autofill whenever you sign into the site.
Temporary iCloud Storage Facilitates New Device Setup
If you’re running low on iCloud storage when you buy a new device, you may not be able to use iCloud Backup to move your data to the new
device, an annoying Catch-22. With iOS 15 and iPadOS 15, iCloud will provide you as much storage as you need to complete a temporary backup
for free for up to 3 weeks. It’s embarrassing that iCloud accounts come with only 5 GB of free storage, rendering them useless for many things, but
this change should improve the setup experience for many users who wouldn’t otherwise need to purchase additional iCloud storage.

Ten Cool New Features Introduced at WWDC 2021
by ADAM ENGST & JOSH CENTERS
Although we mocked Apple somewhat in “Ten “It’s About Time!” Features from WWDC 2021” (7 June 2021) for the many features that feel
as though they’re either catching up with the competition or have been obviously missing for years, numerous other features announced at the
WWDC 2021 keynote feel more innovative. Here are our ten favorites. (And no, Apple didn’t say anything about future Apple silicon chips. We’re
disappointed too.)
For a complete list of all the features in Apple’s new operating systems, see the preview pages for iOS 15, iPadOS 15, macOS 12 Monterey, and
watchOS 8.
SharePlay and Screen Sharing
Apple made a big deal about a new technology called SharePlay that promises to allow media and screen sharing to FaceTime conversations. That
may not be something you’ve imagined wanting, but for the teenage set, being able to listen to music or watch videos together has become more of a
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thing during the pandemic. SharePlay syncs shared media so everyone can watch the same video at the same time, and everyone can
control the playback with everyone else staying in sync the entire
time. It also leverages the Apple ecosystem, so you can connect with
others over FaceTime on an iPad while watching video on an Apple
TV or listening to music on a HomePod.
More interesting for the older set is SharePlay’s option for sharing
screens, which might be a good addition to the tools we already
have for helping friends and relatives with technical problems. The
younger folks will probably watch each other playing games.
Tap to Enter Locks
HomeKit smart locks have been a thing for a while, but they’re a
pain to use. To unlock them, you either need to fumble with a key
or tap a button in an app on your iPhone, which is a pain when
your hands are full of groceries. With iOS 15 and watchOS 8 and a
compatible smart lock, you can add the “key” to Wallet and simply
tap your smart lock with an iPhone or Apple Watch to unlock it.
Hotel chains also plan to support the technology, starting with Hyatt, which may eventually provide a welcome end to flaky card keys.
Live Text Reads Text from Photos
We’ve been playing with an app from longtime developer Alco
Blom called Photos Search for the Mac and iOS. It scans your
entire photo library for text in images and lets you search through
the results, among other features. Sadly, once iOS 15 and macOS
12 Monterey ship, Photos Search will have competition from
Apple’s Live Text feature. It treats text in photos like text anywhere
else, enabling you to use functions like copy and paste, lookup, and
translate—and presumably Spotlight search. However, you will
need an iPad with an A12 Bionic chip or later or an M1-based Mac
(it presumably works on
all iPhones that can update to iOS 15). Perhaps
Alco Blom will be able to
leverage Live Text to make
Photos Search into a better front end for exploring
the text embedded in
your photos.
Conversation Boost
He l p s w i t h M i l d
Hearing Loss
Once Apple updates
the AirPods Pro with support for Conversation
Boost, it might become
commonplace to see senior citizens wearing their
AirPods alongside high
school seniors. For those
who have mild hearing
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loss, Conversation Boost will focus the AirPods Pro microphones on the person sitting in front of you
and reduce ambient noise that makes hearing their voice harder.
Apple already has Live Listen, which lets you use your iPhone as a microphone for any version of
the AirPods to hear conversation better; Conversation Boost would seem to be an enhanced version of
that technology embedded within the AirPods Pro themselves.
And to give credit where credit is due, Jeff Porten wrote about using an iPhone and headphones to
work around his lousy hearing over a decade ago in “iOS Hearing Aids… or, How to Buy Superman’s Ears” (8 February 2011).
App Privacy Reports Summarize App Behaviors
iOS 14 introduced website privacy reports in Safari and introduced App Tracking Transparency to
prevent apps from sharing your information with
third parties. Now Apple is taking things a step
further (and undoubtedly driving Facebook even
crazier) by adding elaborate App Privacy Reports to
Settings. The reports will show you what system
resources the app accesses, like photos or location,
and with whom the apps share your data.
Perhaps the App Privacy Reports will tell us once
and for all if the Facebook app is listening in on
your conversations through your iPhone’s microphone!
Private Relay Promises Snoop-Proof
Communications
As part of Apple’s iCloud+ online service, you’ll
have access to a technology called Private Relay that redirects all of your Internet traffic through
two encrypted relays. Apple says neither it nor any other party other than the ultimate destination
will be able to see your Internet activity. As far as we can tell, Private Relay isn’t so much a virtual
private network as a custom implementation of “onion routing,” popularized by Tor. It will be
beneficial when you’re connected to questionable Wi-Fi access points or if you’re concerned about
a nosy ISP. However, private communications can be used for evil as well as good. If the FBI wasn’t
happy about Apple’s iMessage encryption, they’re going to be apoplectic about Private Relay.
Universal Control Provides Mac and iPad Integration
Long ago, I used a utility called Teleport to share a single keyboard and mouse between two Macs
(see “Tools We Use: Teleport,” 27 August 2007), and there’s a modern app called 1Keyboard
that offers similar functionality across multiple devices. Apple’s getting into the game now with
Universal Control, which promises to let you use a single
keyboard and pointing device across multiple Macs and
iPads. Apple first showed a MacBook Pro’s keyboard and
trackpad taking over an iPad sitting nearby and then added
an iMac to the mix, dragging a graphic from the iPad to
the MacBook Pro and then over to an app on the iMac. It
was pretty impressive, but the devil is in the details with
such features, and we’ll see if it works as fluidly in the real
world as it does in a canned demo.
Shortcuts Migrates from iOS to the Mac
Apple has been slow to modernize the Mac’s automation
tools, with AppleScript and Automator stagnating for
years, particularly in the wake of automation guru Sal
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Soghoian leaving (see “Sal Soghoian’s Automation Legacy,” 7 June 2018). Peter Lewis’s Keyboard Maestro has long been the mainstay of automation for Mac users, and while we don’t expect that to change, we’ll have a new tool to exploit: Shortcuts. That’s right, Apple is bringing the
Shortcuts app from iOS to
macOS 12 Monterey.
The editor looks as though it
takes advantage of large windows on the Mac, which
should make it a lot easier to
edit complicated shortcuts than
it is on the iPhone today. You
may be able to treat the Mac as
an editor for iPhone shortcuts
since they automatically sync
across all your devices. Shortcuts will be cross-platform,
with M1-based Macs running
iPhone and iPad shortcuts in
their native apps and Intelbased Macs sending them to
Mac Catalyst apps. It’s hard to
imagine that all iPhone shortcuts will work on a Mac and
vice versa, but some won’t make sense on the other platforms anyway.
You’ll be able to convert existing Automator workflows into shortcuts, and advanced users can enable AppleScript and shell script compatibility.
Tab Groups
Apple made much of how it redesigned the look and feel of Safari, and we’ll have to see if those changes actually improve the user experience or
not. However, there was one new feature that could be welcome for those of us who are inveterate tab collectors: tab groups. If you find yourself
opening a bunch of tabs as part of a research project, you can add them to a group so you can focus on them at the appropriate time. And, perhaps
more to the point, that hides tabs not in the current tab group so they don’t distract you or clutter Safari’s window. Tab groups sync across all your
devices so you can access them from anywhere.
The question with tab groups is if managing them requires too much effort. The entire point of tabs is that they’re somewhat ephemeral, and if
you wanted to make a collection, you could always create bookmarks. Will tab groups be a welcome organizational and focus tool, or will they require more interaction than tabs are worth?
Sharing Watch Health
A common reason to buy an
Apple Watch is as a health-monitoring device for a loved one (see “I
Bought an Apple Watch as a Gift.
It Turned into a Tech-Support Setup Nightmare,” 28 October 2020).
However, with iOS 15 and watchOS
8, the Apple Watch becomes a better
gift because your loved ones can
share their health data with you, including high heart rate, irregular
heart rhythm, and low heart rate
alerts. This data sharing could make
it easier to take care of your elderly
relatives—or help them take care of
you.
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iPadOS 15 Improves Multitasking, Adds iPhone Features
by JULIO OJEDA-ZAPATA
Though an indispensable computing device for many, the iPad has long irked users because of features that did not work as well as they should or
were glaringly absent. The main pain point has been multitasking. Slide Over and Split View are profoundly unintuitive and clunky to use.
What’s more, last year’s Worldwide Developer Conference infuriated many iPad users when iPadOS 14 did not get some of the marquee features
in iOS 14. The most notable omissions were the App Library and the flexibility to place widgets on any Home Screen page instead of sequestering
them in the sidebar.
In its WWDC 2021 keynote, Apple made amends. In iPadOS 15, multitasking will receive a significant update. And the iPad has finally gained
those iOS 14 features, with some iPad-specific tweaks. Also, the Notes app got some new features.
Multitasking Finally Becomes Discoverable
Managing multiple windows on an iPad looks to be much easier.
Apple added multitasking controls to the top of the screen that let you
take any app fullscreen, or into Split View or a Slide Over view, with just
a tap.
If you tap Split View, iPadOS temporarily pushes the app aside so you
can pick a second app from anywhere (including the Dock) to complete
the divided screen. This also happens if you swipe down on the top of an
app to replace it in Split View.

Split View in iPadOS 15 also introduces the option to open a third window—such as a Mail message when that app is shown—in a centered,
floating fashion. If you want to put that window into Slide Over or Split
View, the aforementioned multitasking controls beckon.
You could, instead, minimize that floating window, which drops it into a
new interface element called the Shelf that floats at the bottom of the
screen like an app-specific Dock. The Shelf is where you’d find multiple
open Safari or Pages windows, for instance, so you can switch among them.
Use a finger flick to remove a window from the Shelf.
The App Switcher provides more multitasking mojo. With windows
displayed in that view, you can drag one atop another to create a Split View
group.
We’ll have to see how easy it is to use all these new features, but the simple move of providing visible multitasking controls should go a long way
toward helping users make more of it than they do now.
Widgets and App Library
There isn’t a lot to say here. iPad users can now put their widgets anywhere, just like on the iPhone, by opening the widget gallery and dragging
a widget to any Home Screen page.
iPadOS 15 provides a new, larger widget format that makes sense only on
the larger iPad screen. Apps that support this larger widget format include
Apple TV, Files, Game Center, and Photos—third-party apps will no doubt
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take advantage of it soon as well.
The App Library works as expected, with one iPad-specific enhancement—you can jump to the App Library by tapping an App Library icon at
the right edge of the Dock.
As on the iPhone, you can add apps to a Home Screen page from the App
Library, remove an app from a page so it’s only found in the App Library, and
reorder or hide Home Screen pages. See “iOS 14’s App Library: The
FAQ” (9 September 2020), “Five Tips for Easier Rearranging of iOS
Apps” (22 September 2020), and “Manage iPhone Home Screen Apps in
Bulk with iOS 14’s App Library” (19 April 2021).
iPad-Specific Features in Notes
Apple has tried to make the ubiquitous Notes app more capable with new
organizational features, some drawing their inspiration from social media.
Most of these are spread across Apple’s operating systems, but Quick Note
seems designed for the iPad.
Quick Note lets you create a note without having to open the Notes app.
Instead, drag diagonally upward from the iPad’s lower-right corner with your
finger or the Apple Pencil to create a note. To dismiss the note, drag in the
opposite direction.
Quick Note is aware of which app you have on the screen. If you create a
note when a Safari page is shown, for instance, the note will contain that
page’s URL. Tap the URL, and the site is embedded in the note with a picture. Visit that URL later, and the corresponding note pops up in the lowerright corner again.
You can also highlight text on a Safari page, and a link to that text is created
in the note so you can refer back to that spot on the page later. You can create
Quick Note links to third-party apps, such as restaurant listings in Yelp.
To scroll through previously created Quick Notes, swipe left or right on a
displayed note to see the others. Or just open Notes to see your Quick Notes
collected there.
In addition to Quick Notes, Apple has added a few organizational features:
• Tags: As in other apps and social services, tags (such as #julio) let you organize your notes. For navigation, Apple has added a tag browser.
• @Mentions: When you @mention someone in a note with a social media-style ampersand (such as @julio), that person gets a notification with a
link to that note.
• Activity View: This view shows you what has changed in a shared note
while you were away.
The Upshot
With iPadOS, Apple hasn’t made revolutionary iPad changes, but some of these will inspire hosannas from users long-frustrated by opaque interfaces and missing features. Multitasking improvements will go a long way to making the tablet more intuitive and less frustrating. Many iPad users
will be thrilled that they can put widgets anywhere they please. The App Library isn’t as sexy, but neatniks will love how it lets them clean up their
Home Screens and hide little-used apps. The improvements to Notes aren’t likely to draw converts from other note-taking apps but will be welcomed by devoted Notes users.
In short, Monday was a good day for iPad users, even if the changes were largely responding to past limitations.

watchOS 8 Features a Grab Bag of Improvements
by JULIO OJEDA-ZAPATA
Apple’s watchOS 8, unveiled during the virtual Worldwide Developers Conference, features a grab bag of improvements in health, communication, photos, home automation, and more. Though perhaps overshadowed by other WWDC announcements, these collectively do much to move
the Apple Watch forward.
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Sleep
Apple rolled out sleep-tracking
features in watchOS 7 last year (see
“watchOS 7 Introduces Sleep
Tracking, Handwashing Detection, and More,” 22 June 2020),
and it’s building on this theme with
watchOS 8. In addition to tracking
metrics like time asleep, heart rate,
and blood oxygen, the Apple Watch
now monitors “sleeping respiratory
rate,” the number of breaths per

minute. The Apple Watch pulls this trick off thanks to its built-in accelerometer, and you can view the results in the
Health app. You’ll receive an alert if something seems amiss in the sleep-breathing
department.
Mindfulness
To emphasize the utility of mindfulness in mental health, Apple has renamed the
Breathe app to Mindfulness and added enhanced Breathe routines. New to the
app are Reflect routines that supply you with short bits of text—such as “Recall a
time recently when you felt a sense of calm. Bring that feeling into this
moment.”—intended to put you in a positive frame of mind. The Breathe and
Reflect sessions are enhanced by soothing animations, though we’d suggest that
closing your eyes is more calming than holding your arm akimbo for a minute or more at a time to view the pretty
graphics.
Fitness
The Apple Watch is great for initiating a wide variety of workouts, and Apple has added two: Tai Chi and Pilates.
For those willing to pay for Apple Fitness+, there are new workouts with Jeanette Jenkins (no, we don’t know who
she is, but we understand she’s popular) along with workout playlists from the likes of Lady Gaga, Jennifer Lopez, Keith Urban, and Alicia Keys.
Photos
The Apple Watch’s tiny screen wouldn’t
seem ideal for viewing photos, but Apple
is making the most of it. Perhaps most
notably, watchOS 8 includes a new Portraits watch face that turns portrait images
of a friend or relative into “an immersive,
multilayered effect.” When you spin the
Digital Crown, it looks a bit like those
3D animated photos that keep popping
up in your Facebook feed (see “Google
and Facebook Use the iPhone’s Portrait
Mode for Fun Effects,” 13 December
2018).
Apple also redesigned the Photos app
with Memories highlights and Featured
Photos along with a cool Mosaic layout.
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Plus, if you can navigate the tiny screen, you can share photos via Messages and Mail. It’s hard to get too excited about these changes, given that every
Apple Watch owner has an iPhone that will be a far more effective platform for interacting with photos.
Messages
The Apple Watch offers several ways to send brief messages: Scribble, voice dictation, and emojis. Now, Apple lets you use the Digital Crown to
position the cursor when editing messages dictated by voice. It’s better than nothing, but we can’t really see anyone using it except perhaps to correct a
particularly egregious dictation fail.
Also, in a nod to the social age, Messages in watchOS 8 now provides a library of trending animated GIFs to express a feeling or opinion (such as a
#facepalm) with a single moving image instead of a static emoji.
Home
A redesigned Home app in watchOS 8 gives HomeKit users more options. If you have security cameras set up, you can view who is at the door or
skulking in your alley right on your wrist. An Intercom feature lets you broadcast verbal messages to HomePods and other devices throughout your
home or to individual rooms. Finally, the new Home app displays status symbols for your devices, much like Home does in iOS 14, and watchOS 8
suggests scenes to you based on the time of day.
It’s good to see Apple making HomeKit devices, scenes, and automations more accessible, although, in our experience, the HomePod is the killer
device for working with home automation.
More Features
• Apple added the Contacts app to the Apple Watch. You can browse, add, share, and edit contacts right on your wrist.
• Multiple timers, previously exclusive to the HomePod, are now available on the Apple Watch. You can label timers (such as “Laundry Timer” or
“Cooking Timer”) for repeat usage.
• The Always-On display in recent Apple Watch models is now supported by more apps, including Maps, Mindfulness, Now Playing, Phone,
Podcasts, Stopwatch, Timers, and Voice Memos.
• A Find Devices app, mirroring a feature found on other Apple devices, helps users locate AirTags and other devices via the Find My network.
• A redesigned Music app lets users share songs, albums, and playlists via Messages and Mail. Apple also merged the features of the current Radio
app into the Music app.
• The Weather app now offers severe-weather notifications and next-hour precipitation alerts. Apple also enhanced its complications.
• If you add a key to the Wallet app in iOS 15, you can unlock HomeKit locks and supported hotel rooms with your Apple Watch Series 6 and its
support for Ultra Wideband. You can also access your digital ID from the Apple Watch when going through TSA checkpoints in the US.
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About Us
The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.
Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.
All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Oﬃcer Elections. No corporate memberships
are granted.
Our oﬃcers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings.

Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:
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JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00
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APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00
OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00
Today’s Date

Business Telephone

Make your check payable to: SMMUG
Then mail or give this form and your check to:
SMMUG, Inc.
2100 Wood Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________
Don’t make an online account for me. I
do not want one or I already have one.

